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Sonar
2020
site specific installation, wooden joists
Historisches Bootshaus
Berlin

A ripple of wooden beams makes visible from the other side of the river the existence of the Bootshaus, a fascinating historical monument camouflaged in
the river Spree landscape.
During those months we played the role of “sonar”. Our paths have propagated like a real sound wave in the vastness of the city of Berlin, going to detect
lively hidden places.
Our “waves” hit the Bootshaus, an old boat bunker at the time of the GDR, which has now become a symbol of resistance against the boom of the building
industry and gentrification, and a historical testimony to Berlin’s past.
“Sonar” is like a trace of the breaking of the sonar wave, a “photogram of the impact which temporarily focuses on that dishevelled but extremely interesting spot on the shore, a site-specific sculpture which then, by transforming itself into a treehouse and combustion material for its Tepeeland neighbours,
fuels a sustainable virtuous circle.
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Berliner Luft
2020
urban renewal
wood, carillon and fluorescent painting
Paul Lincke Ufer 37, Berlin

A crack in a wall along the Landwehr canal becomes the sounding board for a very berliner melody. The more careful will find a crank to be turned
clockwise. At night it is possible to find this mechanical music device because its edges are coloured with a glow-in-the-dark painting.
“Berliner Luft” becomes a tribute to Paul Lincke Ufer and the composer to whom it is dedicated.
The title comes from the well-known piece Berliner Luft or Das ist die Berliner Luft. It is an aria from Frau Luna an early 20th century operetta written by
the german composer Carl Emil Paul Lincke.
Over the years it has become an unofficial hymn of the city. Every year the Berlin Philharmonic closes its concerts with this piece with the accompaniment
of the audience clapping their hands to the rhythm in a joyful atmosphere.
We discovered this place on October 2019 walking through the colourful Turkish Market of Kreuzberg towards the canal bank with its elegant early 20th
century buildings.
Walking along the canal we tried to imagine what that place could be like in spring. Berliners in autumn and winter are used to leave their home as soon as
they see a ray of sunshine. At that time it was still a very populated place: couples, mothers with strollers, people jogging or walking.
There was also a bocce ball alley nearby. This is a place where you can breathe that “Berlin atmosphere”.
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Berliner Luft
2020
urban renewal
wood, carillon and fluorescent painting
Paul Lincke Ufer 37, Berlin
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ROTE INSEL
Berlin
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Rote Insel
2020
site specific installation
five boundary stones at the entrances of the “Red Island”
Schöneberger Insel, Berlin
Five boundary stones mark the five entrances to the Red Island (Rote Insel), making the public aware that they had entered this “island”, unknown to
most people.
Each boundary stone is numbered with Roman characters and shows the name of the area and the year of manufacture. The stones are made of concrete according to an “urban aesthetic”. The inscriptions are coloured in red RAL 3000, a colour that refers to the name and recalls some architectural
elements of the context. The work becomes a postcard. Five postcards, each for each access, showing the map of the “Red Island”.

Attracted by the tiles on a boundary wall near Yorckstrasse, that reminded us of a house that used to be there but it was no longer there, we dwelled on
that corner used as a temporary junkyard.
Those tiles were the remains of a snack bar demolished a few years earlier, still visible on Google maps. The residents of the close squatted house, the
“Rote Insel”, who frequented the place, told us about it. This was the starting point of our research on the “Rote Insel”. The Berliner Geschichtswerktstatt association allows us to learn more about that part of the neighbourhood and its history.
“ROTE INSEL”
A triangular area cut out by three railway lines known today as “Schöneberg island” but that it has long been the “Red Island”. A Self-sufficient neighborhood thanks to its gasometer, it was for many years a working-class neighborhood and cradle of the SPD party. Many stories of politicians, but also
actors and writers intertwine over time in this island. Its dense “red past” that originated in the 1830s intersects nowadays the recent history of right
to housing. At the10 of Mansteinstrasse there is a Red House, the “Rote Insel”, one of the occupied houses in Berlin since the 1980s. The house acts as a
sentry at one of the entrances to the Rote Insel.
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Boundary stones, site specific installation.
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Parco Dosso
Moving Wooden Joists
2019
site specific installation near Grigna River
Dosso ground, Bienno, Italy

Parco Dosso
Moving Wooden Joists
2019
site specific installation near Grigna River
Dosso ground, Bienno, Italy
A sign in harmony with the landscape, a natural form that caresses the existing architecture to the point of
covering it entirely. The soft wooden surface adheres perfectly to the floor and becomes a sort of ”floor” where you can walk and stop.
The spaces skilfully obtained in the vertical coating favor the growth of the plant skewers already present on the wall.
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Moving Wooden Joists
project for ‘Mon super kilomètre’ 2018
nomadic site specific installation
Dak’art2018/Category: Projets speciaux Dakar, Senegal

Moving-wooden-joists is a site-specific installation that integrates into the urban context of Dakar in harmony with the habits of local users and
redevelops it.
It is a ‘nomadic’ work that starts in a timber storage shed on the outskirts of Milan, and comes out on the Boulevard de la Gueule Tapée in Dakar,
Senegal, in the heart of the Médina district, in one of the most vibrant intersections of the city. The story of this pile of moving wooden ditches is
told in a video.
Exploring this popular neighbourhood we find in the middle of a large intersection, a small square with a bright green kiosk. For years a small dump in the
middle of the avenue, before a large multinational company built the “kioskou” and the deputy to non-place. In fact the area, re-committed and ‘cleaned up’
would have remained anonymous if it hadn’t been for the taxi drivers on break, the street vendors, the mechanics of the neighbourhood, the car cleaners
and the patrons waiting for the carrapids, who in turn found a “strategic stopping point” on the concrete wall, which is the border between the road and
the kiosk area.
We decide to enhance and transform it.
Moving-wooden-joists sprouts and grows like wild grass between the cracks in the concrete, day by day it takes root and heals the cracks in that wall
until it is completely enveloped. As the title explains, it is hundreds of wooden planks made from pallets, which neatly reassembled become a sort of
‘public bench’. We invite patrons to use it and not to hesitate to sit down. The rigid geometry gradually deconstructs itself into a free form and rises up,
embracing the kiosk in a natural circular movement. This spontaneous architecture takes on an organic form like a growing vegetable.
A video online tells of this funny animated material that moves through the peripheral streets of the city of Milan to land in Africa, as if the installation
in Dakar was the result of that migration. The video becomes a naive testimony of a journey from Italy to Senegal. It is told through short sequences
that give back more or less significant views of the landscape, like the Garibaldi Station in Milan and the École Médina in Dakar.
Of this project remains for us artists the experience of interaction with the context and above all with the people who live in it, who work there or who
simply pass through it for a moment; in this regard we remember the precious hand of the children of the terrain du basket at the Médina, the benevolence
of the manager of the kiosk, the willingness of the director of the House of the Culture, the help of the men of the municipality to interact with the market
of the Gulé Tapée and the collaboration of the people of the Medina who welcomed our installation with respect.
Our installation is involved in the larger project Mon super kilomètre, an open-air gallery one kilometre long on the Gueule Tapée canal, where several
artists from all over the world exhibited their works and each brought their own message through different languages and techniques.
Mon super kilomètre, conceived by the collective UY077, is included in the category ‘Projets spéciaux’ of the 13th edition of the African Contemporary
Art Biennale, Dak’art 2018. L’heure Rouge.
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Moving Wooden Joists
project for ‘Mon super kilomètre’ 2018
nomadic site specific installation
Dak’art2018/Category: Projets speciaux Dakar (SN)
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“Dedicato alla fontana milanese di piazzale delle Milizie che sta all’asciutto”
(Dedicated to the Milanese fountain of militia square that continues to be dry)
2016
postcard of a one-night site specific installation
wharf, buoy, disused fountain
Square of the Milizie, Alzaia Naviglio Grande, Milan

“Dedicato alla fontana milanese di piazzale delle Milizie che sta all’asciutto”
2016
postcard of a one night site specific installation, wharf, buoy, disused fountain
Square of the Milizie, Alzaia Naviglio Grande, Milan (IT)

One night in April we built a temporary landing stage for the northern fountain of Piazzale delle Milizie in Milan, a place close to the urban waterway
called Naviglio Grande. Imagining the water, we install inside a buoy.
Our intervention is dedicated to this abandoned fountain that for over thirty years has been forgotten on the edge of the Naviglio Grande; it was
perhaps part, together with the twin, of a picturesque twentieth-century garden. The idea of the imbarcadero (pier) stems from the desire to recall the
original identity of the place and then transform it, hypothesizing a point of mooring and departure towards the Naviglio.
This passing image is photographed and captured in a postcard, a paper fragment that preserves the rediscovered and transformed memory of the
place.
Our interest goes into those urban areas that in the absence of interactions have been left aside and are abandoned. Our work tends to reconstruct
their identity starting from the study of the original one.
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JUKAI
Marta Fumagalli | Riccardo Pirovano
Milan 1985 | 1977

BIO

Marta Fumagalli and Riccardo Pirovano are a couple of Italian artists. They work together since 2011 under the name Jukai. Their research is
focused on urban landscape where they detect neglected places, but relevant in terms of “potential memory”. From Europe, to Japan and Africa
they have been creating temporary and permanent “organic” site specific installations sprouted from the observation and the interaction with
those sites.
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EDUCATION

2013
Trapani Biennale, Nutri-menti, Trapani, A. Sammartano (IT)
AAM VEdizione, Palazzo del Sole24Ore, Milan
2012
Biwako Biennale 2012, prefettura di Shiga (JP), Nakata Yoko
Nessun dove, dappertutto: Woods, Cremona, D.C. Fragale (IT)
Milano-Medina, Dak’Art OFF (Biennale di Dakar), Espace Medina, Dakar (SN)
2011
Paradigmi, Geh8, Dresden (D), E. Fuchs
Strategie di sopravvivenza, Lecco, N.S. Bonetti, M. Garegnani (IT)
Nemeton, Riserva della Fagiana, Magenta, N.S. Bonetti, M. Garegnani (IT)

WORKSHOP AND RESIDENCES

Brera Fine Arts Academy of Milan - Visual Arts

GROUP EXHIBITION

2020
“Unrealized Projects”, a window exhibition c/o feldfünf e.V. in Berlin
FRESH A.I.R. residency exhibition, Urban Nation, Berlin
2019
SWING SWING, Fonderia Napoleonica, Milan
2018
Mon super kilomètre, Dak’Art 2018 - Projets speciaux (SN), STUDIO UY077
2017
StudiFestival#3, Milan
2016
International challenge “Spazi creativi” Orticolario 2016, Villa Erba, Como Lake (IT)
2015
Wakayama Salone, Wakayama (JP), Ogasawara Yoshiteru
2014
UTAKATA, BiwakoBiennale2014, Omihachiman, Shiga (JP), Nakata Yoko
Muovere le acque, Hall Expostudio, Milan, A.A. Nobili
Secret Garden, Posti di Vista 11*, Fabbrica del Vapore, Milan, N.S.Bonetti
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2019 FRESH A.I.R., Berliner Leben Foundation, Berlin (DE)
2019 Bienno, Borgo degli artisti, Valle Camonica (IT)
2013-2016 I-Bart, International workshop on Bamboo Art , Miyazu-Kyoto (JP)

PUBLIC INSTALLATIONS

2016
Sentire TAKE, Myiazu prefecture, in collaboration with Tango Eco Future Park, (JP)
2013
Senza Terra, Tango Eco Future Park, Kyoto (JP)
2012
En, Tango Eco Future Park, Kyoto, (JP)

Info
Website: http://jukai.org/
Facebook: JUKAI@jukaiumwelt
Instagram: jukaiumwelt
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